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DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND 
METHODS FOR AUDIENCE MEASUREMENT 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This patent is a continuation of International Appli 
cation Serial Number PCT/U.S.07/069,563, entitled “Digital 
Rights Management Systems and Methods for Audience 
Measurement” and ?led on May 23, 2007, which claims 
priority from US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/810, 
745, entitled “Digital Rights Management Systems and 
Methods for Audience Measurement” and ?led on Jun. 2, 
2006. International Application Serial Number PCT/U.S.07/ 
069,563 and US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/810, 
745 are hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties. 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

[0002] This disclosure relates generally to audience mea 
surement, and, more particularly, to digital rights manage 
ment systems and methods for audience measurement. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Knowledge concerning audience consumption of 
media content allows content providers to tailor content to a 
speci?c audience and enables advertisers to target the spe 
ci?c audience likely to view a particular type of media 
content. Audience measurement information, such as media 
content ratings and/or other metering information, is typi 
cally generated by collecting tuning records and/or other 
exposure information from a group of statistically selected 
households. In many situations, a statistically selected 
household is provided a data logging and processing unit, 
referred to herein as a “home unit,” which measures media 
content exposure for the household. 

[0004] In a typical procedure for installing the home unit 
in a particular household, the household is ?rst selected for 
recruitment and invited to participate in an audience mea 
surement panel. If the household agrees to participate, a 
representative of a media measurement entity, such as an 
interviewer, visits the household to explain the requirements 
for participating in the audience measurement panel. If the 
household agrees to these requirements, an agreement is 
executed between the panel members of the household and 
the media measurement entity. The media measurement 
entity then arranges to install the home unit in the household, 
possibly through a subsequent visit by a ?eld technician. 
Upon termination of the household’s participation in the 
panel, a representative of the media measurement entity, 
such as another ?eld technician, returns to remove the meter 
from the household. 

[0005] Many modern media devices, such as set-top 
boxes, personal computers, etc., employ one or more media 
handlers (e.g., such as Microsoft Corporation’s Windows 
Media Player, RealNetworks’s RealPlayer, etc.) to process 
media content into a form suitable for presentation by an 
output device. Additionally, many modern media devices 
also include digital rights management technology to enable 
a device user to access protected media content. In particu 
lar, a conventional digital rights management client is 
capable of processing rules included in a license agreement 
associated with the protected content to determine whether 
a media handler is allowed to access and present the pro 
tected content. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example media 
presentation and measurement system. 

[0007] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example coopera 
tive digital rights manager that may be used to implement 
the example media presentation and measurement system of 
FIG. 1. 

[0008] FIGS. 3A-B are ?owcharts representative of 
example machine readable instructions for preparing and 
performing DRM-based audience measurement that may be 
executed to implement the example media presentation and 
measurement system of FIG. 1. 

[0009] FIG. 4 is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for preparing protected media 
content that may be executed to implement the example 
media presentation and measurement system of FIG. 1. 

[0010] FIG. 5A is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for installing and con?guring 
a cooperative media handler and a cooperative digital rights 
manager that may be executed to implement the example 
media presentation and measurement system of FIG. 1. 

[0011] FIG. 5B is a table representative of an example 
whitelist created by execution of the example machine 
readable instructions represented by FIG. 5B. 

[0012] FIG. 6 is a ?owchart representative of an example 
procedure (some blocks of which may be performed manu 
ally and some blocks of which are representative of example 
machine readable instructions to be executed by a machine) 
for preparing a measurement rights agreement. 

[0013] FIG. 7 is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for authorizing measurement 
capability that may be executed to implement the example 
media presentation and measurement system of FIG. 1. 

[0014] FIG. 8 is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for obtaining a measurement 
rights agreement that may be executed to implement the 
example media presentation and measurement system of 
FIG. 1. 

[0015] FIG. 9 is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for performing measurements 
of consumed media content that may be executed to imple 
ment the example media presentation and measurement 
system of FIG. 1. 

[0016] FIG. 10 is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for revoking a measurement 
rights agreement that may be executed to implement the 
example media presentation and measurement system of 
FIG. 1. 

[0017] FIG. 11 is a ?owchart representative of example 
machine readable instructions for removing a panelist from 
an audience measurement panel that may be executed to 
implement the example media presentation and measure 
ment system of FIG. 1. 

[0018] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an example computer 
that may execute the example machine readable instructions 
represented by FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4, 5A, 6-10 and/or 11 to 
implement the example media presentation and measure 
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ment system of FIG. 1 and/or the example cooperative 
digital rights manager of FIG. 2. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0019] A block diagram of an example media presentation 
and measurement system 100 capable of presenting audio 
and/or video content and measuring audience consumption 
of the presented content is shoWn in FIG. 1. The example 
media presentation and measurement system 100 supports 
the audience measurement techniques disclosed herein, 
including preparing a measurement rights agreement 
betWeen a media measurement entity and an audience mem 
ber, processing the measurement rights agreement With a 
cooperative digital rights manager to determine Whether the 
measurement rights agreement authoriZes a media measure 
ment entity to measure an audience member’s consumption 
of media content, and enabling a cooperative media handler 
to obtain information related to the consumption of media 
content in accordance With the terms of the measurement 
rights agreement. 

[0020] The example media presentation and measurement 
system 100 alloWs a media measurement entity that endeav 
ors to measure a consumer’s consumption of media content 
to: (I) recognize the right of a consumer of media to control 
the measurement of the consumer’s media usage; (2) estab 
lish business models to alloW the consumer to enter into an 
agreement to license measurement of the consumer’s media 
usage; (3) optionally provide consideration (e. g., a monetary 
payment or payment in kind, such as a coupon, a gift card, 
etc.) from the media measurement entity and/or another 
party to induce a consumer to accept the measurement rights 
agreement; and (4) utiliZe digital rights management tech 
nology to administer the measurement rights agreement. 
Furthermore, the example media presentation and measure 
ment system 100 alloWs the media measurement entity to 
achieve any or all of the folloWing objectives, including: (1) 
increasing participation in audience measurement panels by 
potential panelists through automated and open measure 
ment rights agreements, (2) reducing the amount of addi 
tional software and hardWare needed at a panelist’s site to 
enable audience measurement, (3) providing non-invasive 
techniques for audience measurement (e.g., by requiring 
little to no action on the part of audience members to 
perform the audience measurement), (4) reducing audience 
measurement costs (e.g., by reducing costs to install and 
support metering equipment and/or softWare), (5) reducing 
the need to bypass potential panelists because their sites may 
be technically dif?cult to monitor, (6) simplifying the 
removal of panelists from audience measurement panels 
and/or (7) addressing the privacy concerns of panelists. 

[0021] Turning more speci?cally to the example of FIG. 1, 
the example media presentation and measurement system 
100 includes a media processor 105, a display device 110 
and a remote control device 115 for controlling the operation 
of the media processor 105 and/or the display device 110. 
The example media processor 105 includes one or more 
ports 120 to provide access to media content (e.g., such as 
audio and/or video content) from any number of media 
content sources 125 for possible presentation via the display 
device 110. The example media processor 105 also includes 
one or more ports 130 to provide a media measurement 
entity 135 With access to the media processor 105 for 
possible measurement of media content processed by the 
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media processor 105 and/or doWnloading of softWare for 
performing such measurements. Additionally, the example 
media processor 105 also includes one or more ports 140 to 
provide access to a license server 145 associated With the 
media measurement entity 135 to control Whether audience 
measurement of the media processor 105 by the media 
measurement entity 135 is permitted. The components of the 
example media presentation and measurement system 100 
may be connected in any Well-knoWn manner, including that 
shoWn in FIG. 1. Also, persons having ordinary skill in the 
art Will appreciate that any or all of the ports 120, 130 and/or 
140 may be implemented as separate ports based on, for 
example, the different interfaces required to implement the 
respective communication paths. Additionally or altema 
tively, persons having ordinary skill in the art Will recogniZe 
that some or all of the ports 120, 130 and/or 140 may be 
implemented by a single port if they use a common com 
munication interface, such as the communication netWork 
148 (e.g., such as the Internet). 

[0022] The example media processor 105 may be any type 
of media processor, such as, for example, a computing 
device (e.g., a personal computer (PC), a personal digital 
assistant (PDA), a mobile phone, an MP3 player such as an 
iPod, etc.) executing one or more softWare applications 
capable of presenting audio and/or video content. Addition 
ally or alternatively, example media processor 105 may be 
any type of set-top box (STB) capable of accessing remote 
content, such as, for example, a cable television converter, a 
direct broadcast satellite (DBS) decoder, a terrestrial digital 
television (DTV) receiver, a VCR, a digital video recorder 
such as a personal video recorder, etc., and/or capable of 
accessing local content, such as, for example, a digital 
versatile disk (DVD) player, a VCR, etc. The example media 
processor 105 may also be any type of game console or other 
gaming device. 

[0023] The display device 110 is coupled to the media 
processor 105 via a suitable port 149 and may be any type 
of display device, such as a computer monitor, an LCD 
display, a television display, etc. For example, the display 
device 110 may support the National Television Standards 
Committee (NTSC) standard, the Phase Alternating Line 
(PAL) standard, the Systeme Electronique pour Couleur 
avec Mémoire (SECAM) standard, a standard developed by 
the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), such 
as high de?nition television (HDTV), a standard developed 
by the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) Project, a multi 
media computer system, etc. Additionally or alternatively, 
the display device 110 could incorporate any type of audio 
presentation device, such as, for example, speakers, head 
phones, etc. 

[0024] The remote control device 115 may be any type of 
remote control device, such as, for example, a Wireless (e. g., 
such as RF, infrared, etc.) remote control for a television, 
STB, etc., a Wireless game controller for a video game 
console, or a Wireless input device for a computing device, 
such as, for example, a Wireless keyboard, mouse, stylus, 
etc. Additionally or alternatively, the remote control device 
115 may be a Wired control device, e.g., such as a Wired 
keypad, keyboard, mouse, stylus, a Wired game controller 
for a video game console, etc. The remote control device 115 
may be con?gured to control one or more operations of the 
display device 110, such as, for example, channel selection, 
volume control, ON/OFF control, etc. Additionally or alter 
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natively, the remote control device 115 may be con?gured to 
control one or more operations of the media processor 105, 
such as, for example, selection of media content to be 
presented by a cooperative media handler 150 included in 
the media processor 105, control of one or more trick modes 
of the cooperative media handler 150 (e.g., such as fast 
forward, reWind, pause, etc.), requesting access to protected 
media content, etc. 

[0025] The one or more media sources 125 may corre 
spond to any type of media content sources and/ or providers. 
For example, a media source 125 may correspond to a media 
content server accessible via, for example, the Internet. Such 
a media content server may provide streaming audio and/or 
video content, audio and/ or video content for doWnload, etc. 
Additionally or alternatively, another media content source 
125 may correspond to a broadcast media source, such as, 
for example, a cable television service provider, a satellite 
television service provider, a terrestrial television service 
provider, a broadcast radio provider, a satellite radio pro 
vider, a cellular phone television provider, etc. 

[0026] The media measurement entity 135 may corre 
spond to an entity entirely independent from the one or more 
media sources 125, Which is interested in measuring the 
consumption of content from some or all of the media 
sources 125. Alternatively, the media measurement entity 
135 may correspond to one or more of the media sources 125 
Which is interested in measuring the consumption of content. 

[0027] Media content provided by the one or more media 
sources 125 to the media processor 105 is processed by a 
cooperative media handler 150 for presentation by the 
display device 110. The cooperative media handler 150 may 
be implemented by any type of media handler, such as, for 
example, a media handler operating on a computer (e.g., 
Microsoft Corporation’s WindoWs Media Player, RealNet 
Works’s RealPlayer, etc.), a dedicated softWare application 
or module to decode and convert a particular type of data to 
a format suitable for presentation (e.g., a softWare module 
operating in a digital STB), etc. For example, the coopera 
tive media handler 150 may include persistent softWare 
components Which extend the capabilities of a softWare 
application and/ or operating system to present media objects 
of a particular media type. Additionally or alternatively, the 
cooperative media handler 150 may include autonomous 
softWare components, such as Java applets, Which may only 
temporarily extend the capabilities of a host device (e.g., 
such as the media processor 105) to present media content. 
The cooperative media handler 150 may also include, for 
example, softWare applications that generate media experi 
ences in real-time, such as video games, and resident soft 
Ware components, such as the PointCast agent, Which 
present media content to end users. In some example imple 
mentations, the cooperative media handler 150 includes 
those portions of an Internet broWser, such as “vieWers” 
and/or “plug-ins,” that are capable and responsible for 
decoding speci?c media types, such as J PEG images, MPEG 
movies, etc., and using the resources of the host device (e.g., 
such as the media processor 105) to present the media 
content. Additionally or alternatively, in some example 
implementation the cooperative media handler 150 may be 
instantiated/implemented as one or more rich Internet appli 
cations (RIAs) Wherein a portion of the media processing is 
performed on the host device (e.g., such as the media 
processor 105) and another portion of the media processing 
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is performed on a server (e.g., such as a server associated 
With a media content source 125). Depending on the appli 
cation, the cooperative media handler 150 may be mobile 
(e.g., capable of moving from one host device to another) or 
stable (e.g., anchored to one host device). 

[0028] In addition to processing media content for pre 
sentation, the cooperative media handler 150 may be con 
?gured to operate in a “cooperative mode” and collect 
measurement information associated With the media content 
to be presented. For example, the cooperative media handler 
150 may include softWare metering functionality capable of 
processing information (e.g., such as identi?cation tags, 
metadata, etc.) embedded in the media content to be pre 
sented. Additionally or alternatively, the cooperative media 
handler 150 may include softWare metering functionality 
capable of capturing user commands input to the media 
processor 105 and/or the cooperative media handler 150 to 
control the presentation of the media content. The collected 
measurement information may be stored in a storage unit 
155 (e.g., such as one or more knoWn memory devices) 
disposed in and/or communicatively coupled to the media 
processor 105. The cooperative media handler 150 then 
transmits the stored measurement information to the media 
measurement entity 135 via the one or more ports 130. An 
example cooperative media handler that may be used to 
implement the example cooperative media handler 150 is 
described in Us. Pat. No. 6,353,929, Which is incorporated 
herein by reference in its entirety. 

[0029] For security and privacy reasons, a cooperative 
media handler manufacturer may distribute the example 
cooperative media handler 150 in a default con?guration in 
Which measurement of media content is disabled (i.e., in a 
“non-cooperative mode”). Furthermore, the example coop 
erative media handler 150 is sWitchable betWeen a coopera 
tive mode (i.e., measurement enabled) and a non-coopera 
tive mode (i.e., measurement disabled) during its operation 
based on, for example, Whether a particular audience mem 
ber has authorized measurement of media content presented 
by the media processor 105. Additionally, the scope of 
measurement information to be collected in the cooperative 
mode may be restricted based on, for example, a measure 
ment rights agreement associated With the audience member. 
The cooperative digital rights manager (DRM) 160 of the 
illustrated example provides the ability to remotely and 
securely activate and/ or restrict the cooperative mode of the 
cooperative media handler 150 based on a measurement 
rights agreement 165 executed betWeen the media measure 
ment entity 135 and the audience member 170 Whose 
consumption of media content is to be measured. 

[0030] Conventional digital rights management clients 
(called conventional DRMs herein) are currently deployed 
With conventional media handlers (e.g., Microsoft Corpora 
tion’s WindoWs Media Player 10) and/ or may be included as 
operating system components (e.g., as a component in 
Microsoft’s Vista operating system) to enable a user to 
access protected media content. Using a conventional DRM, 
a content oWner may make media content available to media 

consumers only under speci?ed terms and conditions, (e.g., 
such as a limited duration rental). In such circumstances, the 
content oWner protects the media content by using encryp 
tion to encapsulate it in a secure Wrapper. The consumer then 
selects the protected media content for presentation using 
any appropriate technique (e.g., via a media handler menu/ 
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input selection, via accessing a link in an Internet browser, 
etc.). The protected content, a key protecting the content and 
an encrypted license agreement containing the business rules 
associated With the protected content are then provided to 
the consumer. The conventional DRM securely stores the 
key and the license agreement. The protected content may 
also be stored on the consumer’s media processor (e.g., the 
media processor 105). When the media consumer seeks to 
access the protected content, the conventional DRM 
retrieves the associated license agreement and key, if avail 
able, from the conventional DRM’s secure storage area. The 
conventional DRM then unlocks the associated license 
agreement With the key and interprets the business rules 
contained in the license agreement. If alloWed by the busi 
ness rules, the conventional DRM decrypts the protected 
content and provides the content to the media handler. The 
media handler then decodes and presents the media to the 
media consumer, for example, via a display device (e.g., 
such as the display device 110). 

[0031] The cooperative DRM 160 of FIG. 1 includes the 
access control functionality of a conventional DRM client 
discussed above. Additionally, the cooperative DRM 160 is 
con?gured to manage measurement rights for the media 
processor 105 (e.g., as agreed to by the audience member 
170). More speci?cally, the cooperative DRM 160 is capable 
of enabling and disabling a cooperative mode of the coop 
erative media handler 150, and/or restricting measurement 
functionality When the cooperative media handler 150 is in 
the cooperative mode. For example, the cooperative DRM 
160 may interpret one or more business rules included in the 
measurement rights agreement 165 in a manner similar to 
the interpreting of a conventional license agreement for 
protected content. Then, based on the results of interpreting 
the business rules contained in the measurement rights 
agreement 165, the cooperative DRM 160 may enable 
measurement by con?guring the cooperative media handler 
150 to operate in a cooperative mode, disable measurement 
by con?guring the cooperative media handler 150 to operate 
in a non-cooperative mode, restrict the information that may 
be collected by the cooperative media handler 150 in the 
cooperative mode, etc. Of course, the cooperative DRM 160 
may also interpret the business rules contained in a content 
license agreement to determine Whether the audience mem 
ber 170 may access protected media content irrespective of 
Whether any such access is measured. 

[0032] To further illustrate the operation of the coopera 
tive DRM 160, consider an example scenario in Which the 
audience member 170 enters into an agreement With the 
media measurement entity 135 to have his or her consump 
tion of media content measured. The measurement rights 
agreement 165 embodies the terms of this agreement. Then, 
in addition to processing license agreements to alloW the 
audience member 170 to access protected content provided 
by one or more of the media sources 125, the cooperative 
DRM 160 is also con?gured to obtain and interpret the 
measurement rights agreement 165 to determine Whether the 
cooperative media handler 150 may measure information 
corresponding to the consumption of media content by the 
audience member 170. The cooperative DRM 160 may be 
con?gured to obtain the measurement rights agreement 165 
from the license server 145 associated With the media 
measurement entity 135, for example, When the cooperative 
media handler 150 and/or the cooperative DRM 160 are ?rst 
activated, When the audience member 170 accesses pro 
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tected or unprotected content via the media processor 105 
from one or more of the media sources 125, and/or at 

predetermined time intervals, etc. Furthermore, the coop 
erative DRM 160 may be con?gured to store the measure 
ment rights agreement 165 locally in a storage unit 175 (e. g., 
one or more knoWn memory devices). Then, after obtaining 
the measurement rights agreement 165 from the license 
server 145 or storage unit 175, the cooperative DRM 160 
interprets the business rules included in the measurement 
rights agreement 165 to determine Whether to con?gure the 
cooperative media handler 150 in a cooperative mode or a 
non-cooperative mode, and/or Whether to restrict the mea 
surement information collected by the cooperative media 
handler 150 While in the cooperative mode. 

[0033] A conventional protected content license agree 
ment is typically associated With a particular piece of media 
content and governs the relationship betWeen the media 
consumer and the content oWner of the particular protected 
media content. In contrast, the measurement rights agree 
ment is typically associated With an individual and the scope 
of the measurement rights agreement typically spans the 
measurement of all media content presented by the media 
processor 105 for the audience member 170. Furthermore, 
the scope of the measurement rights agreement may span 
measurement of media content presented by a plurality of 
media processors 105 used by the audience member 170. An 
example measurement rights agreement 165 may include 
any or all of the folloWing business rules: 

[0034] (l) the name of the media measurement entity 135, 

[0035] (2) contact information for the media measurement 
entity 135, 

[0036] (3) the name of the audience member 170, 

[0037] (4) a globally unique identi?er for the audience 
member 170, 

[0038] (5) terms for the audience member 170 to revoke 
the measurement rights agreement 165, 

[0039] (6) terms for the audience member 170 to audit his 
or her personal information, 

[0040] (7) the duration of the measurement rights agree 
ment 165, 

[0041] (8) the jurisdiction of the measurement rights 
agreement 165, 

[0042] (9) a description of the scope of media content to 
be measured (e.g., such as a description of the type of 
content, products and/ or services measured and/or excluded 
from measurement, etc.). 

[0043] (10) a description of the household scope to be 
measured (e.g., such as Which individuals in the household 
are to be monitored, etc.), 

[0044] (ll) terms regarding the permitted uses of collected 
information by the media measurement entity 135, 

[0045] (12) terms regarding the permitted uses of collected 
information by the audience member 170, 

[0046] (13) a description of valuable consideration (of 
monetary or non-monetary value) to be provided by the 
media measurement entity 135 to the audience member 170, 

[0047] (14) dispute resolution provisions, and/or 
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[0048] (15) con?dentiality provisions, including, for 
example, terms regarding the permitted disclosure of col 
lected information by the media measurement entity 135 
and/ or the audience member 170. 

Other business rules may additionally or alternatively be 
included. 

[0049] Persons having ordinary skill in the art Will appre 
ciate that the cooperative DRM 160 may be integrated into 
the cooperative media handler 150. Alternatively, persons 
having ordinary skill in the art Will recogniZe that the 
cooperative DRM 160 may be implemented external to the 
cooperative media handler 150. In the latter implementation, 
a secure path 180 may be provided betWeen the cooperative 
DRM 160 and the cooperative media handler 150. The 
secure path 180 reduces the likelihood of a hostile applica 
tion spoo?ng the cooperative media handler 150 and acti 
vating cooperation in a manner to Which the audience 
member 170 is unaWare and has not agreed. 

[0050] Persons having ordinary skill in the art Will also 
appreciate that the cooperative DRM 160 may be imple 
mented as software and/or hardWare in the media processor 
105. The cooperative DRM 160 may also be doWnloaded as 
a softWare module to the media processor 105 and/or 
provided as a softWare update to modify a conventional 
DRM in the media processor 105 into a cooperative DRM. 
Such softWare modules and/or softWare updates may be 
doWnloaded to the media processor 105 by a netWork 
connection, such as the communication netWork 148, the 
Internet, a telecommunications netWork, etc. 

[0051] A block diagram of an example cooperative DRM 
200 that may be used to implement the cooperative DRM 
160 of FIG. 1 is illustrated in FIG. 2. This example coop 
erative DRM 200 is able to interface With an associated, 
compatible cooperative media handler (e.g., such as the 
cooperative media handler 150) and interpret a measurement 
rights agreement (e.g., such as the measurement rights 
agreement 165). The example cooperative DRM 200 
includes a communication bus 205 that enables communi 
cation betWeen a variety of components disposed in or 
otherWise communicatively coupled to the cooperative 
DRM 200, such as, for example, any or all of a cooperative 
media handler connection processor 210, a communication 
processor 215, a measurement rights agreement interpreter 
220, a measurement rights agreement retriever 225, a mea 
surement rights agreement veri?er 230, a measurement 
activator 235, a measurement rights revoker 240 and/or a 
panelist processor 245. Persons of ordinary skill in the art 
Will appreciate that the communication bus 205 may be 
implemented by any type of communication bus, sWitching 
interconnect, dedicated link(s), etc. 

[0052] The cooperative media handler connection proces 
sor 210 is included in the cooperative DRM 200 to process 
communications betWeen the cooperative DRM 200 and a 
cooperative media handler (e.g., the cooperative media 
handler 150 of FIG. 1) occurring over an interface 250. For 
example, the cooperative media handler connection proces 
sor 210 may be con?gured to send commands to, for 
example: (1) place the cooperative media handler 150 in a 
cooperative mode to enable collection of measurement 
information, (2) place the cooperative media handler 150 in 
a non-cooperative mode to disable collection of measure 
ment information, and/or (3) restrict the type of measure 
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ment information that may be collected When the coopera 
tive media handler 150 is in the cooperative mode. 
Additionally or alternatively, the cooperative media handler 
connection processor 210 may be con?gured to enable the 
cooperative DRM 200 (and/or, one or more of the compo 
nents of the cooperative DRM 200) to access a Whitelist 
maintained by the cooperative media handler 150. The 
Whitelist is a list identifying trusted media measurement 
entities (e.g., such as the media measurement entity 135) 
and/or license servers (e.g., such as the license server 145) 
associated With one or more measurement rights agreements 
to be processed by the cooperative DRM 200. 

[0053] The communication processor 215 is included in 
the cooperative DRM 200 to support communication via an 
interface 255 betWeen the cooperative DRM 200 and, for 
example, one or more media measurement entities, such as 
the media measurement entity 135, and/or one or more 
associated license servers, such as the license server 145. 
The interface 255 may be any type of communication 
interface, such as, for example, an interface to a computer 
netWork (e.g., the Internet), an interface to a transmitter 
(e.g., a cellular telephone transmitter) to relay data to a 
receiving device, etc. Additionally or alternatively, the com 
munication processor 215 supports communication With a 
storage unit (e.g., the storage unit 175) via an appropriate 
interface 260 and/or the communication bus 205. 

[0054] To prepare a measurement rights agreement, for 
example, such as the measurement rights agreement 165 
betWeen the media measurement entity 135 and the audience 
member (also knoWn as a panelist) 170, the example coop 
erative DRM 200 includes the measurement rights agree 
ment interpreter 220. The measurement rights agreement 
interpreter 220 may be con?gured to permit revieW, modi 
?cation and/or acceptance of business rules (terms) included 
in an initial measurement rights agreement 165 provided by 
the media measurement entity 135 to the audience member 
170. For example, if the cooperative DRM 200 (e.g., through 
the measurement rights agreement retriever 225) determines 
that there is no existing media rights agreement 165, the 
measurement rights agreement interpreter 220 may request 
that the media measurement entity 135 provide access to a 
default measurement rights agreement 165 stored on the 
license server 145 via the communication processor 215 and 
interface 255. The measurement rights agreement interpreter 
220 may then alloW the audience member 170 to accept or 
reject the default measurement rights agreement 165 and 
report this decision back to the license server 145 and/or the 
media measurement entity 135. The measurement rights 
agreement interpreter 220 may also alloW the audience 
member 170 to modify the default measurement rights 
agreement 165, in Which case the modi?ed measurement 
rights agreement 165 is returned to the license server 145 
and/or the media measurement entity 135 for consideration. 
If the audience member 170 and the media measurement 
entity 135 agree to the default and/or modi?ed measurement 
rights agreement 165, the measurement rights agreement 
interpreter 220 may be further con?gured to permit either or 
both entities to electronically sign the agreement to indicate 
assent to the terms. 

[0055] To retrieve the prepared measurement rights agree 
ment 165, the example cooperative DRM 200 invokes the 
measurement rights agreement retriever 225. The measure 
ment rights agreement retriever 225 of the illustrated 
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example is con?gured to attempt to obtain an existing 
measurement rights agreement 165 upon any or all of the 
following conditions or combinations thereof: (1) activation 
of the cooperative DRM 200, (2) activation of the associated 
cooperative media handler 150, and/or (3) selection by the 
audience member 170 of media content for presentation. The 
measurement rights agreement retriever 225 of the illus 
trated example is also con?gured to ?rst attempt to obtain 
the existing measurement rights agreement 165 from a local 
storage unit (e.g., such as the storage unit 175) via the 
communication processor 215 and interface 260. If the 
measurement rights agreement 165 is not in local storage, 
the measurement rights agreement retriever 225 of the 
illustrated example is con?gured to next attempt to obtain 
the existing measurement rights agreement 165 from the 
license server 145 associated With the appropriate media 
measurement entity 135. In this latter case, the measurement 
rights agreement retriever 225 accesses the license server 
145 via the communication processor 215 and interface 255 
to obtain the existing measurement rights agreement 165 and 
then stores the agreement in the local storage unit via the 
communication processor 215 and interface 260. 

[0056] The illustrated example cooperative DRM 200 also 
includes the measurement rights agreement veri?er 230 
con?gured to verify the existing measurement rights agree 
ment 165 obtained by the measurement rights retriever 225. 
The measurement rights agreement veri?er 230 of the illus 
trated example determines Whether the measurement rights 
agreement 165 is valid and not corrupted (e.g., by comparing 
CRC values, checksums, electronic signatures, encryption 
information, business rule values, etc.). Additionally, the 
measurement rights agreement veri?er 230 of the illustrated 
example determines Whether a predetermined time period 
has elapsed requiring updating of the measurement rights 
agreement 165. 

[0057] To activate measurements based on a measurement 
rights agreement veri?ed by the measurement rights agree 
ment veri?er 230, the example cooperative DRM 200 
includes the measurement activator 235. The measurement 
activator 235 of the illustrated example determines Whether 
an associated cooperative media handler 150 should be 
placed in a cooperative mode or a non-cooperative mode 
based on the retrieved measurement rights agreement 165. 
Additionally, the measurement activator 235 of the illus 
trated example processes the business rules (terms) con 
tained in the measurement rights agreement 165 to deter 
mine, for example, Whether restrictions should be placed on 
the type of measurement information to be collected (e.g., 
such as restrictions based on content source, type of media 
content, name of panelist, etc.). Such determinations are 
then used to control the measurement functionality of the 
cooperative media handler 150 via the cooperative media 
handler connection processor 210 and the interface 250. 

[0058] The cooperative DRM 200 of the illustrated 
example also includes the measurement rights agreement 
revoker 240 Which is con?gured to revoke an existing 
measurement rights agreement 165 betWeen the media mea 
surement entity 135 and the audience member 170 upon the 
occurrence of certain circumstances. The measurement 
rights agreement revoker 240 may determine that revocation 
is Warranted if, for example, the media measurement entity 
135 decides to exclude the audience member 170 from an 
audience measurement panel, the audience member 170 
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decides to opt out of the audience measurement panel, a 
predetermined time interval for updating the measurement 
rights agreement 165 elapses, etc. Upon determining revo 
cation is Warranted, the measurement rights agreement 
revoker 240 of the illustrated example signals the license 
server 145 and/or the associated media measurement entity 
135 via the communication processor 215 and interface 255 
that the measurement rights agreement 165 for the audience 
member 170 should be revoked and deleted from the license 
server 145. The measurement rights agreement revoker 240 
Would also delete any local copy of the measurement rights 
agreement 165 from local storage. 

[0059] The example cooperative DRM 200 further 
includes the panelist processor 245 to process input com 
mands and/or information provided by the audience member 
245. Such input commands and/or information may include 
any or all of: (l) decisions to accept and/or reject a mea 
surement rights agreement 165, (2) a decision to modify the 
measurement rights agreement 165 along With the modi? 
cation information, (3) electronic signature information, (4) 
a decision to opt out of an audience measurement panel, etc. 

[0060] FloWcharts representative of example procedures 
and machine readable instructions that may be executed to 
implement at least portions of the example media presenta 
tion and measurement system 100 of FIG. 1 and/or the 
example cooperative DRM 200 of FIG. 2 are shoWn in 
FIGS. 3-11. In these examples, the machine readable 
instructions represented by the ?oWcharts may comprise one 
or more programs for execution by: (a) a processor, such as 
the processor 1212 shoWn in the example computer 1200 
discussed beloW in connection With FIG. 12, (b) a controller, 
and/or (c) any other suitable device. The one or more 
programs may be embodied in softWare stored on a tangible 
medium such as, for example, a ?ash memory, a CD-ROM, 
a ?oppy disk, a hard drive, a DVD-ROM, or a memory 
associated With the processor 1212, but persons of ordinary 
skill in the art Will readily appreciate that the entire program 
or programs and/or portions thereof could alternatively be 
executed by a device other than the processor 1212 and/or 
embodied in ?rmware or dedicated hardWare (e.g., imple 
mented by an application speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC), 
a programmable logic device (PLD), a ?eld programmable 
logic device (FPLD), discrete logic, etc.). For example, any 
or all of the media presentation and measurement system 
100, the media processor 105, the display device 110, the 
cooperative media handler 150, the cooperative DRM 160, 
the cooperative DRM 200, the cooperative media handler 
connection processor 210, the communication processor 
215, the measurement rights agreement interpreter 220, the 
measurement rights agreement retriever 225, the measure 
ment rights agreement veri?er 230, the measurement acti 
vator 235, the measurement rights revoker 240 and/or the 
panelist processor 245 could be implemented by any com 
bination of softWare, hardWare, and/ or ?rmWare. Also, some 
or all of the ?oWcharts of FIGS. 3-11 may be implemented 
as manual operations. Further, although the example proce 
dures are described With reference to the ?oWcharts illus 
trated in FIGS. 3-11, persons of ordinary skill in the art Will 
readily appreciate that many other techniques for imple 
menting the example methods and apparatus described 
herein may alternatively be used. For example, With refer 
ence to the ?oWcharts illustrated in FIGS. 3-11, the order of 
execution of the blocks may be changed, and/or some of the 




















